
Мобильные приложения на каждый день! 

Hello my friends! I came back from Germany yesterday! My busyness trip was very good! I'll write an article about it shortly! 

Today I'd like to tell you about three useful applications that will make the learning process much more interesting! But in 

first, a little bit about the company that had made them. 

In 2014 the Kaplan International English company became the third in top 10 of the best studying companies in the World. 

Every year 70 000 students take the studying courses at 45 schools in 8 different English speaking countries. The specialists 

of the company do their best developing new methods of English learning and use the best technologies that make studying 

much more efficient. The latest achievement of the company is three applications for iOS and Androind users! 

The first app is called «How to speak English». It got the British Council ELTons Award in 2014. This application helps you 

to improve your pronunciation and includes three different sorts of exercises. Answer interesting questions with the 

«Challenge» exercises, check your pronunciation with «Your Sound» exercises and improve your speaking skill with «All 

Sounds» exercises. 

The next app is called «English Train». It was made special for kids and teens. It's a game where people should match 

English words with pictures. This way learners can improve their vocabulary and make good progress in learning very 

quickly. Each new exercise should be done until a tricky train gets to the next station. Each user can compare his results with 

other people. 

And finally the last app is called «Kaplan English Vocabulary Builder». It checks your knowing of the different groups of 

words and lets you expand your vocabulary by doing interesting exercises. 

All three apps are free of charge! That's it guys. Keep learning English and take care! 
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